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Abstract 
A singed cykle is transformed to a line by a sequence of local 
switchings if and only if its parity is odd. We invesigate induced 
cycles in a signed graph which are transformed to lines by local 
switching. 
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Introduction 
Local switching of signed graphs is introduced by P. J. Cameron， J.J. Seidel 
and S. V. Tsaranov in [2J. Signed cycles with odd parity are transformed to lines 
by a sequence of local switchings， but signed cycles with even parity can not be 
transformed to lines by no means [5J. What kinds of induced signed cyles are 
transformed to trees by a sequence of local switchings ? We investigate induced 
cycles in a signed graph which are transformed into lines by local switching. 
We state briefly basic facts about signed graphs. A graph G = (V， E)
consists of an n-set V(the vertices) and a set E of unordered pairs from V(the 
edges). A signed gmph (G， f)is a graph G with a signing f : E→{1， -1} of 
the edges. We set E+ = f-l(+l) and E-= f-l(-l). For any subset U c V 
of vertices， letfu denote the signing obtained from f by reversing the sign of 
each edge which has one vertex in U. This defines on the set of signings an 
equivalence relation， called switching. The equivalence classes {fu : U cV} 
町 ethe signed swithing dαsses of the graph G = (V， E). 
Let i E V be a vertex of G， and V(i) be the neighbours of i. The 10ω19mph 
of (G，f) at i h剖 V(i)出 itsvertex set， and as edges al edges {j， k}of G for 
which f(ω)f(j，k)f(k，i) = -1. A巾nof (G， f)at i isany union of connected 
components of local graph at i. Let J be any rim抗 i，and let K = V(i)¥J. 
Lo伺 1switching of (G， f)with r田pectto (i， J)is the following operation:(i) 
delete al edges of G between J and Kj (i) for any jε J， kE K not previously 
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joined， introduce an edge {j， k} with sign chosen so that f(ω)f(j， k)f(k， i) = 
-1; (ii) change the signs of al edges仕omi to J; (討)leave al other edges 
and siglls unaltered. Let n be the set of switching class白 ofsigned graphs 
of order n. Local switching ， applied to any vertex and any rim at the vertex， 
gives a relation on n which is symmetric but not transitive. The equivalence 
classes of its tansitive closure are called the clusters of order n. 
A signed graph is said to be positive if we can switch al signs of its edges 
into +1. A tree is always considered as a positive signed graph. A tree with 
only two. leaves is said to be αline in the present paper. 
1. Signed induced cycles 
A k-cycle Ck = (V， E)， where V = {α1，α2.・，αk}，E = {α1α2，α2α3，・1
αk-1αk，akα1} ， will be denoted simply Ck =α1α2・αkα1・For signed cycles， 
there are two switching classes， which are distinguished by the parity or the 
balance， where the parity of a signed cycle is the parity of the number of its 
edges w hich carry a p田 itivesign and the balance is the product of the signs 
on its edges [2]. We show theゐllwingin [5]. 
Theorem • Let Ck be αk-cycle. Then， itis tmnsformed toαt陀ebyα 
seq旬enceof local switchingsザαndonly if its pαrity is odd. 
In the present note， we study induced cycles in a signed graph which are 
transformed into lines by local swi七ching.
An induced cycle with odd (resp. even) parity in a signed graph is called 
simplyan odd (resp. even) induced cycle in the present paper. Let C be an 
induced cycle in a signed graph. Let P be a path between veticesαand bwhich 
are vertices of C. We call P a C-path if P meets C exactly in its ends， and in 
this case we call it also a-b path. 
Thωrem 1. Let C be an induced cycle仇 αsignedgmph G. For some tωo 
its verticesα，b， suppose thαt there isαC-path P betωeenααnd b. Together 
倒的 twopathes P1，九 betweenααndb仇 C，P fo門nstwo induced cycles C1 
αndC2・IfCisαn odd induced cycle， then one of C1αnd C2 is odd，αnd the 
other is even. On the other hαnd， ifC is even， both of C1αnd C2α陀 evenor 
odd. 
Proof. Now a parity of a signed path is defined to be the parity of the 
numbers of pωitive edges. Firstly， suppose that C is an odd induced cycle. 
Then， the parity of one of two pathes P1 and P2 is odd and the parity of the 
other is even. We may assume that pt is an odd path. Then乃 isan even 
path. If P is an odd(resp. even) path， then C1 isan even(resp. odd) cycle and 
C2 isan odd(resp. even) cycle. 
Next， suppose that C is an even induced cycle. Then both P1 and 乃 are
odd pathes or even pathes. Suppose that P1 and P2 are odd pathes. If P is 
an odd(resp. even) path， both C1 and C2 are even(resp. odd) induced cycles. 
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When九 and乃 areeven pathes， if P is an odd(resp. even) path， both C1 and 
C2 are odd(resp. even) induced cycles. 
The following is evident. 
Proposition 2. Let C be αn induced cycle in a signed g1αph G wi仇 length
k. Takeα時間rtexα01C. Let C' be the induced cycle obtained l110m C by 
loω1 switching atα. Then C' has the sαmepαrityαsCαnd iぉlengthis k -1. 
De:finition 1. For a given induced cycle C， take any C-path P. As in 
Theorem 1， we can construct two cycles C1， C2・Inthis case， we say that C 
consists 01 C1 and C2 and tha七C1and C2 are contained in C. Assume that 
C is even. If C1， C2 are odd， we say that C consists olodd cycles. If C1， C2 
are even but they consist of odd cycl田， we say also C consおお oloddcycles. 
If C1， C2 are even ， C1 consists of odd cycl田 andC2 consists of two cycl四
C21， C22 which consist of odd cycles， we say also C consists 01 pdd cycles and 
so on. 
De:finition 2. Let C be an induced cycle in a signed graph. 
We call C a lundamental odd cycle if the fol側 ingtwo conditions are sat-
isfied. (1) 1句 p町 ityis odd. (2) If C consists of two induced cycles C1， C2 and 
C1 is odd， then the even cycle C2 does not consists of odd cycles. We call C 
a fundαment，α1 even cycle if the following tree conditions are satisfied. (1) 1匂
parity is even.(2) It does not consists of odd cycles. (3) For any vertices α，b of 
C， there is noα-b path whose length is shoter than the lengthes of two α-b 
pathes on C. The following is evident. 
2. Local swithching of signed induced cycles 
Lemma 3. Let C be an induced cycle伽 αsignedgraph G with length k. 
Takeαve吋exd知的eoutside 01 Cωhich is adj，αcent to vertices a， b01 C， 
ωhereαb isone olthe edges olC. Mo問oversuppose the陀 isno other vertex 01 
C which isαdjacent to d. Let C' be the induced cycle obtαined from C by lo伺l
switchingαt d.Then C' hαs the same pα吋:tyas C and its length is k + 1.
Let C be a fundamental even cycle in a signed graph G. Take a vertex d in 
the oudside of C. Assume tha七位levertex v isadjacent to some vertices of C. 
The following three c剖 esm可 occur.(1) There is an edge ab of C and vertic回
of C which are adjacent to v are just α，b. As C is a fundamental even cycle， 
there is no path回 whichlink the vertex v and a町 othervertice of C. (2)回 ges
ab and bc are contained in C and vertices of C which are adjacent to v are just 
α，c or (3)α， b， c.Since C is a fundamental cycle， we have no other cas回.When 
thec剖 e(1) occurs， by local switching at d， we get an even cycle C1 with length 
one longer than tha七ofC. If there is a C-path which links αand b and makes 
a fundamental odd cycles with α-b pathes in C， then C consists of odd cycles 
and is not a fundamental even cycle. Thus， C1 is a fundamental even cycle. 
For case (2)， by local switching at v， we get two fundamental even cycle αbcα 
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and the cycle consist of the edge αc and the other αー cpath in C. The length 
of the latter is one less than that of C. 1n the回 se(3)， suppose that C con由ts
of the path αbc and the other α-c path P. By local switching at d， we obtain 
a fundamental even cycle C1 which consists of the edge αc and the path P and 
has the length one less than that of C， ora even cycle C2 which consists of 
出epath αdc and the path P. As C is a fundamental even cycle， C2 isalso a 
fundamental even cycle with the same length as that of C. 
Summing up， we have 
Lemma 4. Let C beαfundαmentα1 even cycle inαs句nedgraph G. 
(1) Takeαny ve付回α仇 C.By 10001 switching atα， we getαfundαme叫αl
even cycle倒的 lenghone less than thαt ofC. Takeαvertex v outside C which 
is adjacent to some vertices in C. Then the following tωoωses occur. 
(2) Edges abαndbcα陀 cont，αinedin C and vertices of C which areαdj，αcent 
to the ve巾り arejust a， corα， b， c.By 10001 swith如9atv， we getαfundαmentαl 
even cycle with 1engh one 1ess than thαt ofC or with the sαme 1ength αs that 
ofC. 
(3) The陀 isan edgeαb ofCαnd vertices 0 f C whichα開 αdj，αcentto v a問
justα，b. By 10001 switchingαt d，ωe getαn even induced cycle C1 with 1ength 
one 10nger thαn that of C. This C1 mαy consists of odd cycles. Otherwise， C1 
isαfundamentα1 even cycle. 
Let C be a fundamental odd cycle in a signed graph G. Take a vertex d 
in the outside of C. Assume that the vertex v isadjacent to vertices α，b ofC 
and that ab is an edge of C. As C is a fundamental odd cycle， there are no 
pathes which link the vertex v with any other vertices of C， By local swithing 
at v， we obtain a fundamental odd cycle with lengh one longer than that of 
C. Assume only two vertices α， bof C are adjacent to v and that α，b are not 
adjacent. Suppose that signs of the edges αvand加町epositive. Then， one of 
α-b path P in C is an even path. The path αdb and P make an even cycle. 
By local switching at v， we get an fundamental even cycle with length less than 
that of C. Let α1，α2，.. ，αk be vertices of C which are adj配 entto v. We may 
出 sumethat these vertices are on C in this order and that signs of the edges 
uα1， Va2， . . • ，Vak are positive. We may also suppose that a1 pathesα1一α2
pa北h，α2一α3path，・ αk-lーαkpath are even pathes. By local switching at 
v， we get at least k -1 fundamental even cycles with length less than that of 
C. 
Lemma 5. Let C be a fundαmenta1 odd cycle inαsigned graph G. 
(1) Take any ve吋回α仇 C.By 10ω1 switchingαtα，ωe getαfundαmental 
odd cycleωith 1engh one 1ess thαn that ofC. 
Take a ve付回り ou制deC which isαdjα田ntto some vertices in C. Then 
the following two ooses occur. 
(2) The陀 isαnedge ab of C and vertices of Cωhichα陀 αdjacentto vα陀
justα，b. By10伺 Isωitchingαtd，ωe getαfundαmentα1 odd cycle C1 with length 
one 10nger thαn that ofC. 
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(3) The vert回りお αdjacentto some v陀ε7付tガ枕t化ce白si伽nCa仰ηYt1包仰』
αdjαc白Eη叫t.By local swithingαt v，ωe obtαinαt 1回 stonefundαmentα1 even cycle 
with length les than thαt ofC. 
Th田 rem6. We list some facts αbout transforming cycles into lines by a 
S句uenceof local switichings. 
(1) A cycle with length longer than three必notable to be transformed仇to
αline byαlocal switching. On1y an odd cycle with length threeωn be torans・
fo門nedinto a line byαlocal switching. 
(2) A fundamentα1 even cycle C can not be transformed仇toline byαse-
quence of local switchings when it remains asαn even cycle. 1f the陀 isαve付ex
v outside Cαnd it isαdjα白ntto only加overtices a， b仇 Cwhereαb is αn 
edge of C， by 10ω1 switchingαt v，ωe obtα仇 αneven cycle with length one 
longer thαn that of C. Moreoverザthiscycle consisits of odd cycles， itmay be 
trannsformed into a line by a s句uenceof 10ω1 switchings. 
(3) The outside vertex v isadj，αcent to some vertices in Cαnν two ofωhich 
α陀 notαdj，αcent. Scince by local switchingαt v，ωeobt.α加 somefundαmentαl 
even cycles，ωe must avoid this local switching仇 orderto transform the cycle 
into a line. 
Example 1. Let G = (v，E) be a signed graph with V = {α1，α2，α3，α4，α5} 
andE+ = {α1α2，a2α3，α3α4，a3α5，a4αl}， E一={α1α5}'An even cycleα1α2α3a4αI 
consists of two odd cycles α1匂α3α5α1and α1α5α3α4α1・Asα2 and α4 are re-
garded inner vertices of the even cycle， by local switching atα20r九 weobtain 
an even 3-cycle. On the other hand， by local switching atα5， we get three odd 
3-cycles. By local switching with r田pectto (α1，J = {α2})， we get an e刊 n
与cycle，because it is regarded as local switching at an inner vertex of an even 
cycle. On the other hand， by local swi託tch山i
we obtain odd 3-cycles. 
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